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OVERVIEW
Curricula

The curricula have been especially designed to address the development of core skills and 
competencies of Human Resource Development Practitioners, Supervisors and Managers as 
well as Sales and Service Officials. 

Training and Development Curriculum:

Intended for education, training and development practitioners with a specific focus on 
developing skills of training managers, verifiers, facilitators, assessors, moderators, learning 
programme designers and developers. All of the programmes in this curriculum are unit 
standard aligned and credits are awarded to successful candidates. 

Career Development Curriculum: 

Consists of programmes that are critical to developing the individual’s generic competence for 
personal success within any job.

Human Resources Curriculum: 

Focuses on the skills required to manage human resources from a development and 
performance perspective. The curriculum is aimed at Human Resource Development 
Practitioners who are seeking the edge on their performance.

Sales and Service Curriculum:

Hones in on the key skills necessary for success in sales and service. It is aimed at individuals 
responsible for implementing and managing sales and service within their work environments.  

Supervisors and Managers Curriculum: 

Aimed at a broad spectrum of team leaders, supervisors and managers responsible for 
successfully managing projects, budgets and teams.  
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Training & Development Curriculum

Conduct Outcomes Based assessments

Curriculum

Duration

unit 
Standard 
alignment

Overview

Learning 
Outcomes

Training and Development

3 Days

115753: Conduct outcomes based assessments. NQF Level 5. Credits 15.

Experience how to conduct a comprehensive and practical assessment using 
an outcomes-based methodology that allows you to make a judgment of a 
learner’s integrated and applied competence against assessment criteria.  

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• understand the fundamentals of the NQF and outcomes-based 
assessments to establish a strong foundation for conducting assessments

• prepare for assessment by analysing and interpreting the assessment 
requirements, preparing the candidate for assessment and arranging 
logistics for the assessment

• conduct an assessment by confirming assessment arrangements, 
conducting the assessment, making a judgment against evidence and 
providing feedback on the assessment

• review the quality of the assessment process, methods and evidence
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Training & Development Curriculum

Conduct Moderation of Outcomes Based assessments

Curriculum

Duration

unit 
Standard 
alignment

Overview

Learning 
Outcomes

Training and Development

3 Days

115759: Conduct moderation of outcomes based assessments. NQF Level 6. 
Credits 10.

Effective moderation is central to an ETD quality management system and informs 
the provider of the level of excellence achieved through training and assessment.

This programme will provide you with the applied competence that is core 
to moderating assessments against unit standards and qualifications, 
within your field of expertise. You will use quality assurance procedures and 
moderation instruments in a fair, valid, reliable and practicable manner that 
is free of all bias and discrimination. 

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• put moderation in perspective 

• plan and prepare for moderation by establishing the context, scope and 
company specific criteria for conducting the moderation

• select moderation methods and make moderation arrangements

• moderate assessment design, assessment processes and assessment 
management and review systems

• compile a moderation report detailing the findings and recommendations 
for improvement of assessment practices

• advise and support assessors in order to improve assessor skills and 
quality of the overall assessment system

• report the findings of moderations to identified stakeholders and 
 maintain records for quality and audit purposes.

• review moderation systems and processes 
 and make recommendations for 
 future improvement
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Design and Develop Outcomes Based assessments

Training & Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

unit 
Standard 
alignment

Overview

Training and Development

3 Days

115755: Design and develop outcomes based assessments. NQF Level 6. 
Credits 10.

You will learn how to apply your skill to research, design and develop 
outcomes-based and integrated assessment strategies, instruments and 
guides for assessments that takes place after learning or for recognition of 
prior learning. 

The quality of the assessment guides and instruments have a far reaching 
impact, consider; what happens if the assessments do not measure the 
intended outcomes and criteria, or do not allow the assessor to assess in a 
systematic, open and fair manner, or leads to learner appeals? Learn how to 
avoid these problems by following a sound assessment design process.  

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• identify and explain the role players and concepts of assessment to 
establish a good understanding of the context of assessment in South 
Africa

• design outcomes-based assessments based on an analysis of standards 
and assessment contexts, interpret the evidence requirements, select 
assessment activities, ensure the quality of assessment activities selected

• develop assessment tools and activities that are capable of gathering the 
evidence required in the unit standard

• develop the assessment guide that defines the principles, approach and 
instructions for conducting the assessment

• evaluate the assessment guide to ensure its effectiveness and make 
suggestions and changes for future improvement

Learning 
Outcomes
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Training & Development Curriculum

Develop Outcomes Based Learning programmes

Curriculum

Duration

unit 
Standard 
alignment

Overview

Training and Development

2 Days

123394: Develop outcomes based learning programmes. NQF Level 5. Credits 10.

Master the skill of developing learning material and outcomes-based activities that 
integrate knowledge, practical and reflective competence. Develop strategies, 
activities and formative assessments that stimulate dialogue, participation, critical 
thinking and problem solving that are so necessary for today’s workforce. 

This workshop is intended for any individual who is responsible for 
developing outcomes-based learning materials and activities for a variety of 
delivery modes to include distance learning, formal classroom based training, 
on-the-job training and self directed learning. 

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• develop a project plan for the development of the learning programme

• define the evaluation criteria to judge the value and effectiveness of 
learning programmes and related activities

• conduct topic research using a variety of methodologies and sources

• select/confirm facilitation methods appropriate to the expressed learning 
and business need 

• develop learner guides, facilitator guides and visual presentations that 
meet with the requirements of the evaluation criteria

• develop learning activities that include and/or integrate foundational, 
practical and reflective competence

• pilot and evaluate the development of learning 
materials and activities

Learning 
Outcomes
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ETD Quality Management: policy Writing

Training & Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

unit 
Standard 
alignment

Overview

Training and Development

5 Days

123391: Develop education, training and development (ETD) policies and 
procedures for an organisation. NQF Level 6. Credits 12.

The skills acquired in this workshop will equip you with the competence to 
develop ETD quality management systems, policies and procedures for any 
organisation.

The function of ETD quality management systems, policies and procedures 
are vital to the successful achievement of the organisation’s Training & 
Development goals and objectives.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• explain the context and scope of an ETD quality management system

• plan how to implement an ETD quality management system

• explain how quality management systems are monitored and audited by 
an ETQA

• explain the purpose, benefits, criteria, writing guidelines and development 
process for policies

• define the ETD policy coverage and scope that forms part of the quality 
management system

• develop ETD policies that make up an organisation’s ETD Policy Manual to 
include:

 - Policy 1:  ETD QMS Policy
 - Policy 2:  Learning Programme Policy
 - Policy 3:  Learnership & Skills Programme Policy
 - Policy 4:  Assessment & Moderation Policy
 - Policy 5:  Learner Policy
 - Policy 6:  ETD Staff Policy
 - Policy 7:  ETD Administration Policy

Learning 
Outcomes
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Training & Development Curriculum

Evaluate ETD providers

Curriculum

Duration

unit 
Standard 
alignment

Overview

Training and Development

5 Days

15191: Evaluate Education, Training and  Development providers. NQF Level 7. 
Credits 15.

This interactive programme will allow you to identify crucial elements to 
evaluate a provider, whether for accreditation, verification or moderation 
purpose. You will be able to conduct an accreditation audit, external 
moderation or verification, in accordance with clear processes and principles. 

This workshop is intended for external verifiers and moderators, quality 
assurors and auditors of ETD providers and practices.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• understand the foundation and context within which provider evaluation 
takes place, and all its related, interdependent concepts

• understand the principles of the ETD provision platform in South Africa, 
and establishing the legislative and fundamental platform for monitoring 
and evaluation of providers 

• understand the operational principles and practices that underpin verification

• explain the methods and techniques and review judgments and evidence

• implement the monitoring and auditing process, policy criteria and 
evidence requirements 

• administer and report on verification, whether for provider capacity 
building purposes, internal record keeping, or QMS requirements

Learning 
Outcomes
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Facilitation for Impact

Training & Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

unit 
Standard 
alignment

Overview

Learning 
Outcomes

Training and Development

3 or 5 Days (5 days includes observation for summative assessment)

117871: Facilitate learning using a variety of methodologies. NQF Level 5. 
Credits 10.

You will learn how to facilitate learning interventions for groups by applying 
an outcomes-based training methodology, adult learning principles and group 
dynamic strategies to ensure that the intervention results in the achievement 
of meaningful and relevant outcomes of learning. If you believe that learning 
is more than merely imparting knowledge and should include real-world, 
case-based activities with all of its uncertainty and complexity then this 
workshop is for you.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• plan and prepare for facilitation by conducting topic research, developing 
a facilitation plan and preparing the learning environment

• facilitate learning by opening, building and debriefing the lesson

• apply key skills in facilitation

• judge the value of the learning intervention by conducting learner, 
facilitator and learning evaluation
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Training & Development Curriculum

practical Design of Outcomes Based Learning programmes

Curriculum

Duration

unit 
Standard 
alignment

Overview

Learning 
Outcomes

Training and Development

3 Days

123401: Design outcomes based learning programmes. NQF Level 6. Credits 15.

Make every learning opportunity count for both the individual learners within 
your organisation and for the organisation on the whole by focusing on 
practical outcomes in the design of your learning programme.

This programme is intended for any individual who is responsible for 
designing outcomes-based learning programmes within the workplace or 
any other context, to produce learning programmes which meet the learner, 
organisation and labour market needs.  

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• analyse the context of the learning programme by conducting research, 
sourcing and interpreting information to align the learning programme 
with national, business and individual needs

• align programmes with performance and qualification requirements

• analyse the outcomes for learning into applied competence areas 

• design the curriculum by developing the programme and learning outline 
plan to meet learning outcomes

• design and implement piloting, recording, and evaluation plans to manage 
the ongoing quality of the learning programme
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Skills Development Facilitator

Training & Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

unit 
Standard 
alignment

Overview

Training and Development

5 Days

15221: Provide information and advice regarding skills development and 
related issues. NQF Level 5. Credits 4.

15217: Develop an organisational training and development plan. NQF Level 
5. Credits 6.

15218: Conduct an analysis to determine outcomes of learning for skills 
development and other purposes. NQF Level 6. Credits 4.

15232: Coordinate planned skills development interventions in an 
organisation. NQF Level 5. Credits 6.

252041: Promote a learning culture in an organisation. NQF Level 5. Credits 
5.

15227: Conduct skills development administration in an organisation. NQF 
Level 4. Credits 4.

15228: Advise on the establishment and implementation of a quality 
management system for skills development practices in an organisation. NQF 
Level 5. Credits 10.

This skills programme will equip you to fulfill the role of a Skills Development 
Facilitator by enabling you to act as a strategic partner with business through 
the submission and implementation of a Workplace Skills Plan and a Quality 
Management System.
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Training & Development Curriculum

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• understand and integrate relevant skills development legislation into the 
skills development process

• provide information and advice on legislation related to skills development 
and related issues

• understand your role as a strategic partner with business in order to 
promote skills development and a learning culture in the organisation

• develop and implement a Workplace Skills Plan (WSP) in a manner that is 
fit for purpose

• conduct skills development administration to allow for accurate and 
efficient compilation of Training Reports against the WSP

• Advise on the establishment and implementation of a Quality Management 
System for skills development in an organisation

Learning 
Outcomes
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Survival Skills for the new Trainer

Training & Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Learning 
Outcomes

Training and Development

2 Days

Few people choose training and development while they are still in school, 
and yet there are talented and knowledgeable trainers working in every 
industry. Some individuals become trainers because they are passionate 
about sharing their knowledge and about helping people. Others become 
trainers because their employer asks them to get involved in mentoring, 
training, or coaching new or existing employees. Trainers also get started 
when they want to make some changes to their daily activities, but wish to 
continue contributing to a particular organisation or industry. 

For those who are thinking about becoming a trainer, or have started doing 
some training already and want to know more about what will help them 
to become an excellent trainer, this workshop will help. This workshop 
is designed as an exploration of the essential skills that trainers need to 
develop, and get learners started on the learning process in an interactive 
and fun environment.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• discuss the essential background trainers should have 

• explain how being genuine enhances training

• identify the elements of good questions

• apply listening skills

• develop rapport building strategies

• describe the essentials of presentation skills
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Training & Development Curriculum

using activities to Make Training Fun

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Learning 
Outcomes

Training and Development

2 Days

Most people have been at a party or some other social occasion where 
someone has told an inappropriate joke and ruined the mood (at least 
temporarily). Likewise, we’ve all been somewhere where the class clown is 
able to lighten the mood and help people have fun.

The good news is that humour can help you make your training sessions just 
as engaging as those fun social occasions. Even better, you do not need to be 
the class clown or an award winning comedian to do it. This workshop will help 
learners identify what kind of humour they can bring to the classroom, and how 
games can help them engage their learners.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• discuss how training can include the use of humour and games

• explore different types of games

• identify methods to elicit participant buy-in

• understand humour principles in adult learning

• troubleshoot when games go badly 

• develop their own games
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advanced Writing Skills

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

This workshop is for those who already are good writers. Time will be 
devoted to writing letters of recommendation, of persuasion, of refusal or of 
action, that reflect current word usage and up-to-date formats. Learners can 
also become more skilled at writing business cases, proposals and reports, 
and learn a bit more about e-mail etiquette.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• discuss their writing challenges

• make their writing clear, concise, and correct

• improve sentence construction and paragraph development

• make their writing simpler and easier to read

• apply a tool that can determine how readable their work is

• develop effective business letters for tough situations

• discuss e-mail etiquette

• apply an appropriate writing style and format for their letters, business 
cases, and reports

Learning 
Outcomes
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Building Your Self Esteem and assertiveness Skills

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

Building your self-esteem is essential for confidence and success, and it all 
begins with you. Of all the judgments you make in life, none is as important 
as the one you make about yourself. Without some measure of self-worth, 
life can be enormously painful.

During this workshop learners will discover some simple techniques that 
dramatically change how they feel about themselves. Learners will learn how 
to recognise the importance of learning self-acceptance and nurturing their 
sense of self.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• grow in the conviction that they are competent and worthy of happiness

• develop some techniques for making a positive first impression

• learn how to turn negative thoughts into positive thoughts

• learn how to make requests so that they get what they want

• find ways of connecting with people

Learning 
Outcomes
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Business Etiquette: gaining That Extra Edge

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

Fear of embarrassment from doing or saying the wrong thing is one of the 
most common sources of stress in a business or professional setting.

If you have had some awkward moments where you are not sure which fork 
to use or which side plate is yours, or if you have ever had to make small talk 
with some VIP and been lost for words, you know just how agonising such 
moments can be. However, what can be even more damaging to your career 
are those things you are not aware of, the social blunders you are not even 
aware of making.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• become more skilled at networking, from making introductions to shaking 
hands and using business cards appropriately

• be better prepared for both formal and informal meetings, even if they are 
not presenting

• dress appropriately for every business occasion

• feel comfortable when dining in business or formal situations

• feel more confident of their business communication in every situation

• give themselves that extra edge that establishes trust and credibility

Learning 
Outcomes
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Business Writing that Works

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

We all know what good writing is. It is the novel we can’t put down, the poem 
we never forgot, and the speech that changes the way we look at the world.  
Good writing is the memo that gets action, the letter that says what a phone 
call cannot.

In business writing, the language is concrete, the point of view is clear, 
and the points are well expressed. Good writing is hard work, and even the 
best writers get discouraged. However, with practice learners can feel more 
confident about their own writing.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• learn the value of good written communication

• learn how to write and proofread their work so it is clear, concise, 
complete, and correct

• provide opportunities to apply these skills in real world situations

• understand the proper format for memos, reports, and letters

Learning 
Outcomes
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Communication Strategies

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

Have you ever wondered why it seems so difficult to talk with some people 
and so easy to talk with others? Can you recall an occasion where you met 
someone for the first time and immediately liked that person? Something 
about the individual made you feel comfortable.

A major goal of this workshop is to help learners understand the impact their 
communication skills have on other people, and how improving these skills 
can make it easier for them to get along in the workplace.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• identify common communication problems that may be holding them back

• develop skills in asking questions

• identify what their non-verbal messages are telling others

• develop skills in listening actively and empathetically

• enhance their ability to handle difficult situations

• deal with situations assertively

Learning 
Outcomes
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Conflict Resolution: Dealing with Difficult People

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

The easiest way to deal with difficult people is to stay as far away from them 
as you can, suggests Robert Bramson Ph.D., organisational psychologist, 
management consultant with Bramson Gill Associates, and author of Coping 
with Difficult People.

Great advice for those who work by themselves at home; it’s a doable option. 
But the vast majority of people cannot avoid interactions with a wide range 
of personality types, including some who are inconsiderate, stubborn, 
incorrigible, inappeasable, indecent, or downright sleazy. In fact, success 
sometimes depends on your ability to work well with all the above.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• recognise how their own attitudes and actions impact on others

• find new and effective techniques for dealing with difficult people

• develop coping strategies for dealing with difficult people and difficult 
situations

• identify those times when they have the right to walk away from a 
difficult situation

• learn some techniques for managing and dealing with anger

Learning 
Outcomes
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Controlling anger Before it Controls You

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

Everyone gets angry; it’s a completely natural response. But do you know 
how to manage that anger constructively? By the end of this workshop, 
learners will!

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• understand anger and its causes

• understand behaviour types

• develop coping tools

• improve their communication skills

Learning 
Outcomes
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Creating a Dynamite Job portfolio

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

The job market continues to change, as does the way we look for work.  
This workshop examines the value of learners presenting themselves as a 
complete package by using a resume as an introduction to an employer and 
backing it up with a portfolio presented at the interview. 

In order to make the most of this course, learners need to have recently 
completed the Getting Your Job Search Started workshop, or identified target 
positions and completed a full skills assessment and goal setting exercise.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• describe themselves using descriptive language

• apply the essential elements of cover letters and resumes

• understand the need for pre-employment testing and what to expect in 
their target market

• design a personalised portfolio

• develop a plan that moves them to a new job within 60 days

Learning 
Outcomes
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Customer Service Training: Critical Elements of Customer Service

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

Have you ever encountered an unpleasant customer and not known what to 
do? Do you worry that you’re not assertive enough with demanding people? 
Do you struggle to solve problems? Do you know who your customers are? 
Do you have individual and organizational goals to strive for?

This two day workshop will help you in all of these areas, and more!

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• Recognise that service delivery is an individual response value

• Understand how your own behavior impacts the behavior of others

• Develop more confidence and skill as a problem-solver

• Communicate more assertively and effectively

• Learn some ways to make customer service a team approach

What You Will Cover:

• Who Are Your Customers? 

• Understanding and Meeting Expectations

• Your Self-Image

• Meeting Expectations

• Setting Standards

• SMART Goals

• Telephone Techniques

• Communication Skills 

• The Talkative Caller

• Dealing With Difficult People

• Steps To Problem-Solving

• Resolving Conflict

• Service PRIDE

• Acting Assertively

• Managing Stress

Learning 
Outcomes
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getting Your Job Search Started

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

While looking for work can be an exciting time, it can also involve fear and 
discomfort about change and the unknown. Whether already in the midst 
of a job search or just thinking about it, this workshop will help learners 
to determine what their skill set is made up of, the kind of work that is 
important and realistic to include in their search, and how to get started. 

Today’s job market is not the same as it was even five years ago. Knowing 
where to go, who to talk to, and the opportunities that are available will help 
to shift learners from those who dream about having a job, to those who 
have the job they always wanted.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• assess their skills, values, and beliefs about work and looking for 
opportunities

• develop an understanding for the types of work available to them and 
where to find more information

• recognise the differences and benefits available through career coaches, 
counsellors, and mentors

• learn different approaches to job searching, such as networking and 
tapping into the job market

Learning 
Outcomes
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Mastering the Job Interview

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

The interview is one of the key elements of the job search process. As 
with any skill, we can get better at it with preparation and practice. In this 
workshop, learners will explore how to prepare for an interview and become 
familiar with the types of questions to expect, as well as the questions 
they should think about asking. They will learn how to prepare for second 
interviews, testing, and shadowing, as well as how to follow up on their 
interview sessions.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• understand the different types of interview questions and how to prepare 
to answer them

• learn the most effective ways to prepare for an interview, including how to 
present themselves professionally

• develop expertise at expressing themselves effectively

• know how to ask for feedback following an interview

Learning 
Outcomes
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public Speaking: presentation Survival School

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

A great presenter has two unique qualities: appropriate skills and personal 
confidence. This confidence comes from knowing what you want to say, and 
being comfortable with your communication skills.

In this workshop, learners will master the skills that will make them a better 
speaker and presenter. 

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• identify ways to gain rapport with their audience

• learn techniques to reduce nervousness and fear

• recognise how visual aids can create impact and attention

• develop techniques to create a professional presence

• use practice techniques to really prepare

Learning 
Outcomes
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SpeakEasy: Conquering Your Fear of Speaking in public

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

Do you get nervous when presenting at company meetings? Do you find it 
hard to make conversation at gatherings and social events? Do you lock up in 
awkward social situations? If so, this workshop is just for you! It is aimed at 
anybody who wants to improve their speaking skills in informal situations.

We’ll give learners the confidence and the skills to interact with others and to 
speak in informal situations and in front of small groups. Learners will also be 
provided with the opportunity to practice developing the required skills in a 
safe and supportive setting.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• enhance the ability to speak one-on-one with others

• feel more confident speaking socially or in small groups such as meetings

Learning 
Outcomes
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Speaking under pressure

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

This workshop has been designed for those who are in positions where they 
must speak in front of audiences that are hostile or demanding. This material 
is also suitable for those who are relatively new speakers who want some 
encouragement to speak up in meetings or who want some training before 
they begin making presentations on behalf of the organisation.

Speaking under pressure, or thinking on your feet, is based on being able 
to quickly organise your thoughts/ideas, and then being able to convey 
them meaningfully to your audience to modify their attitudes or behaviour.  
It applies to formal speeches as well as every day business situations. It 
requires presence of mind, goal orientation, adaptation, and judgment. It 
also requires differentiating between oral and written communications. 

This workshop is aimed at improving learners’ skills and learning some new 
techniques which will give them the persuasive edge when they are making a 
presentation, fielding difficult questions, or presenting complex information.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• prepare for questions before they know what those questions will be

• acquire strategies for taking control in a variety of pressured speaking 
situations

• overcome the nerves that they may have when speaking in front of a 
group, particularly if the groupis not sympathetic to what they have to say

• apply presentation techniques that establish their credibility and get 
people on their side

Learning 
Outcomes
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Skills for the administrative assistant

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

Work is not the only thing that matters in life, but most of us want to take 
pride in what we do. While we don’t have to like the people we work with, 
or report to, at the very least we should be able to interact positively with 
them.  The biggest influence on job satisfaction is our relationship with 
others.

We all want some measure of success in life. However, our work should not 
be a burden to us, and our offices shouldn’t be battlefields. We are human 
beings working with other human beings, so this workshop is about working 
to the best of your abilities, and encouraging the best in those who work 
with you or for you.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• understand the importance of professional presence on the job

• learn how to self-manage to become more effective and efficient

• improve their communications skills, including listening, questioning, and 
being more assertive

• increase their effectiveness in recognising and managing conflict, and 
dealing with difficult people

Learning 
Outcomes
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The Minute Taker’s Workshop

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

No matter who you are or what you do, whether at work or in the 
community, people are involved in meetings. And meetings are costly, even 
if they are held in a company boardroom. To ensure meetings are productive 
and worth the expense involved, three ingredients are necessary: An 
assurance of closure, a strong Chair or leader, and accurate minutes. It has 
been said that if the minutes of a meeting are not accurate, then the meeting 
may just as well not have taken place. 

If people can’t remember or agree on what actually occurred at a meeting, 
how can the group effectively accomplish its objectives? This workshop helps 
minute-takers understand their role and the best techniques for producing 
minutes that include all the essential information needed.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• recognise the importance of minute-taking

• use minutes to their advantage

• remedy many of the complaints that beset minute-takers

• write minutes that are suitable for formal meetings, semi-formal meetings 
and action minutes

• develop the essential skills of an effective minute-taker

Learning 
Outcomes
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Time Management: get Organised for peak performance

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

Time is money, the adage goes, and lots of it gets lost in disorganisation 
and disruption. This workshop helps learners organise and prioritise for 
greater workplace efficiency. They will learn how to get a grip on their office 
space, organise their work flow, learn how to use their planner effectively, 
say no without guilt, and delegate some of their work to other people. This 
workshop is full of ideas for organising their work area and their paperwork 
and working on the “right” things.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• better organise themselves and their workspace for peak efficiency

• understand the importance of and the most useful techniques for setting 
and achieving goals

• identify the right things to be doing and develop plans for doing them

• learn what to delegate and how to delegate well

• take control of those things that would derail workplace productivity

Learning 
Outcomes
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Writing Reports and proposals

Career Development Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Career Development

2 Days

Many writers in management positions are defeated by the attitude that 
writing is an awesome task. These people do not trust themselves with the 
language. They go to the files to see what has been done in the past. To 
overcome their insecurity, they try to write to impress. They hunt for big 
words to sound like an authority on the subject. They pad their reports to 
indicate thoroughness. That is not the path to confident, effective writing.

Our aim is to teach the habits of good writing. With the proper attitude, a 
respect for how words work together and knowledge of the conventions of 
usage, your writing can be clear, concise, and easy to read. Trust yourself. 
Find out what you think, and say what you mean in the simple language you 
would use with a friend. Make adjustments in your wording until you are sure 
you are saying what you want to say.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• learn the value of good written communications

• develop paragraphs that introduce, connect, develop, and conclude some 
part of an idea

• prepare reports and proposals that inform, persuade, and provide 
information

• proofread their work so they are confident it is clear, concise, complete, 
and correct

Learning 
Outcomes
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anger Management: understanding anger

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

Anger is a universal experience. Dogs get angry, bees get angry, and so do 
humans. You don’t have to be a psychologist to know that managing anger 
productively is something few individuals, organisations, and societies do 
well. Yet research tells us that those who do manage their anger at work are 
much more successful than those who do not.

The co-worker who can productively confront his teammate about his 
negative attitude increases his team’s chance of success as well as 
minimises destructive conflicts. The customer service agent who can defuse 
the angry customer not only keeps her customers loyal but makes her 
own day less troublesome. This workshop is to help give learners and their 
organisation that edge.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• recognise how anger affects their body, their mind, and their behaviour

• use the five-step method to break old patterns and replace them with a 
model for assertive anger

• control their emotions when faced with other peoples’ anger

• identify ways to help other people safely manage some of their repressed 
or expressed anger

Learning 
Outcomes
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Building Better Teams

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

Teams have become a principal building block of the strategy of successful 
organisations. Whether the focus is on service, quality, cost, value, 
speed, efficiency, performance, or other similar goals, teams are the 
central methodology of most organisations in the private, non-profit, and 
government sectors.

With teams at the core of corporate strategy, success as an organisation can 
often depend on how well team members operate together. How are their 
problem-solving skills? Is the team enthusiastic and motivated to do its best?  
Do they work well together? 

In most teams, the energies of individual members work at cross 
purposes.  Individuals may work extraordinarily hard, but their efforts 
do not translate into team effort, and this results in wasted energy. By 
contrast, when a team becomes more aligned, a commonality of direction 
emerges, and individual energies harmonise. They have a shared vision 
and an understanding of how to complement each others’ efforts.  As jazz 
musicians say, “You are in the groove.”

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• share ideas for developing their teams

• understand the value of working as a team

• recognise the critical role communication skills will play in building and 
maintaining a team atmosphere

• explore their team player style and identify how it can be used effectively 
with their own team

• identify ways that team members can be involved and grow 
in a team setting

Learning 
Outcomes
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Business Ethics for the Office

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

What exactly makes a decision ethical? The problem with ethics is that what 
may seem morally right (or ethical) to one person may seem appalling to 
another.

This workshop will not provide learners with an easy way to solve every 
ethical decision they will ever have to make. It will, however, help them 
define their ethical framework to make solving those ethical dilemmas easier.  
We’ll also look at some tools that they can use when they are faced with an 
ethical decision. And, we’ll look at some techniques they can use so they do 
not get stuck in an ethical quandary. Best of all, we’ll look at a lot of case 
studies so that they can practice making decisions in a safe environment.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• explain the difference between ethics and morals

• discuss the value of ethics

• identify some of their values and moral principles

• apply some philosophical approaches to ethical decisions

• identify some ways to improve ethics in their office

• start developing an office code of ethics

• avoid ethical dilemmas

• make better decisions

• address some common ethical dilemmas

Learning 
Outcomes
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Business Succession planning: Developing and Maintaining 
a Succession plan

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

Change is a hallmark of today’s business world. In particular, our workforce 
is constantly changing – people come and go, and move into new roles 
within the company. Succession planning can help make the most of that 
change by ensuring that when someone leaves, there is someone new to 
take their place.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• demonstrate an understanding of the value of succession planning for 
successful businesses

• apply expertise with the key elements of a succession plan

• create and discuss aspects of a succession plan

• discuss the elements of a succession plan in terms of roles, responsibility, 
function, scope, and evaluation

Learning 
Outcomes
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Celebrating Diversity in the Workplace

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

In the past ten years, the workforce has changed dramatically. More than 
ever, a workplace is a diverse collection of individuals proud of who they are: 
their gender, their sexual orientation, their religion, their ethnic background, 
and all the other components that make an individual unique.

The challenge becomes: how can we make these diverse individuals work 
as a team? We all know what happens to organisations that do not have 
effective teamwork: they fail. Failing to embrace diversity can also have 
serious legal costs for organisations.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• explain what diversity and its related terms mean

• assess their awareness of diversity and where they can improve

• comprehend how changes in the world have affected them and their view

• identify their stereotypes

• identify what terms are politically correct and which are not, and why

• discuss the four cornerstones of diversity

• discuss the pitfalls relating to diversity and how to avoid them

• apply a technique for dealing with inappropriate behaviour

• apply a management style to encourage diversity

• know what to do if they or one of their employees feels discriminated against

Learning 
Outcomes
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Change Management: Change and How to Deal with It

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

Managers traditionally have had the task of contributing to the effectiveness 
of their organisation while maintaining high morale. Today, these roles often 
have to be balanced off with the reality of implementing changes imposed by 
senior management.

Managers who have an understanding of the dynamics of change are better 
equipped to analyse the factors at play in their own particular circumstances, 
and to adopt practical strategies to deal with resistance. This workshop will 
help learners deal with change and will give them strategies to bring back to 
their employees.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• accept there are no normal or abnormal ways of reacting to change, but 
that we must start from where we are

• see change not as something to be feared and resisted but as an essential 
element of the world to be accepted

• appreciate that adapting to change is not technical but attitudinal. Change 
is not an intellectual issue but one that strikes at who you are

• recognise that before we can embrace the way things will be, we must go 
through a process of grieving, and of letting go of the way things used to 
be

• see change as an opportunity for self-motivation and innovation

• identify strategies for helping change be accepted and implemented in 
the workplace

Learning 
Outcomes
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Conducting Effective performance Reviews

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

3 Days

Performance reviews are an essential component of employee development.  
Someone once said, “If you always do what you’ve always done, you’ll always 
get what you’ve always got.” And, remember what the German philosopher 
Goethe said: “Treat people as if they were what they ought to be and you 
help them become what they are capable of being.”

Setting goals and objectives to aim for will give supervisors and employees 
a unified focus and targets to aim for. Supervisors must also learn how to 
give feedback, both positive and negative, on a regular and timely basis so 
that employees can grow and develop. Performance appraisals involve all 
these activities.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• recognise the importance of having a performance review process for 
employees

• understand how to work with employees to set performance standards 
and goals

• apply skills in observing and giving feedback, listening and asking 
questions, for improved performance

• identify an effective interview process

• make the performance review legally defensible

Learning 
Outcomes
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Conflict Resolution: Getting Along in the Workplace

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

At times we lose sight of the fact that conflict is normal. So long as people 
are individuals there will be the potential for conflict. It is not wrong or bad; 
it’s just part of being a person in contact with other people.

Since you cannot prevent conflict, the most important thing is to learn how 
to handle or manage it in productive ways. In many industries, the amount 
of time spent on conflict management is surprisingly high. A study by the 
American Management Association revealed that managers spend at least 
24% of their time managing conflict.

What is critical for resolving conflict is developing an understanding of, and 
a trust in, shared goals. It requires openness, discipline, and creativity.  
Showing respect for other people and not blaming them enables people to 
work for mutual benefit. There are no magical phrases or simple procedures 
for managing conflict. However, there are several strategies for coping with 
conflict. Knowing when and how to use these techniques can make one a 
more effective leader.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• understand what conflict is and how it can escalate

• recognise the 5 most common conflict resolution styles and when to use 
them

• increase positive information flow, through non-verbal and verbal 
communication skills

• apply effective techniques for intervention strategies

• strengthen staff trust and morale

• manage conflicts to enhance productivity and performance

Learning 
Outcomes
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Employee Dispute Resolution: Mediation through peer Review

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

3 Days

Have you ever been in a workplace situation where a supervisor has made 
a decision that you do not agree with? Did you wish that you could ask 
someone else what they thought of the decision; whether they would have 
done the same thing? The Peer Review process offers employees just that 
chance, using a formalised process.

In this workshop, learners will cover all aspects of the process, from initiating 
the process, to choosing a facilitator and panel members, to having a hearing 
and making a decision.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• explain what the Peer Review process is

• discuss how employees file grievances and how management should respond

• explain how a facilitator and a panel is chosen

• discuss what is involved in the hearing process, from preliminary meetings 
to the hearing itself, to the decision process

• define what responsibilities and powers a panel should have

• apply questioning techniques

• explain why peer review panels fail and how to avoid those pitfalls

Learning 
Outcomes
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Hiring Smart: Behavioural Interviewing Techniques

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

This workshop concentrates on the pre-interview preparation; developing 
questions and their value; the interview techniques that get specific, 
behaviour-based examples of past performance; and the strategies that 
follow through on this process. In addition, it takes the behavioural interview 
even further with a discussion of communication techniques and the use of 
other types of interview questions.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• analyse the costs incurred by an organisation when a wrong hiring 
decision is made

• develop a fair and consistent interviewing process for selecting employees

• prepare better job advertisements and use a variety of markets

• develop a job analysis and position profile

• use traditional, behavioural, achievement oriented, holistic, and situational 
(critical incident technique) interview questions

• enhance your communication skills

• effectively interview difficult applicants

• check references more effectively

• understand the basic employment and human rights laws that can affect 
the hiring process

Learning 
Outcomes
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Managing and preparing for Formal Enquiries/ Hearings 
in the Workplace

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

3 Days

Provides learners with the practical skills to prepare / participate in / 
conduct / represent / manage a disciplinary process as well as deal with the 
processes leading up to a disciplinary hearing as the basis to a fair hearing 
and outcome. This will also set a strong platform to work from for possible 
referral in terms of conciliation and arbitration to the CCMA.

On the last day, learners will participate in a formal hearing covering all the 
various roles having to prepare themselves as part of a case study giving 
them first hand exposure to the process understanding the importance of the 
investigation, preparation of witnesses and the case of the employer.  

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• Clearly understand all the legal requirements applicable to disciplinary 
hearings

• Prepare for a hearing

• Prepare witnesses

• Handle preliminary matters; opening statements; fair procedure; fair 
reasons; the Law of Evidence; evidence in chief; cross examination; re-
examination; objections

• Keep track of concessions, contradictions & inconsistencies

• Structure closing submissions and have a clear understanding of the 
various roles within the formal process based on the rights of the 
employee/employer

• The course will equip learners with the necessary knowledge and skills 
to understand and manage these matters to ensure fair processes 
and minimise the risk of unproductive hours and costly litigation to the 
organisation. 

Learning 
Outcomes
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Managing anger and Violence in the Workplace

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

Violence of any sort has many roots. 99% of the time, there are warning 
signs of workplace violence. That is why this workshop will take a 
comprehensive look at workplace violence: how to prevent it on an individual 
and an organisational level, and how to respond to it if it does occur.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• explain what workplace violence is

• identify some warning signs of violence

• explain the cycle of anger

• discuss Albert Bandura’s behaviour wheel and how it applies to anger

• develop a seven-step process for managing their anger and others’ anger

• demonstrate better communication and problem solving skills, which will 
reduce frustration and anger

• develop some other ways of managing anger, including coping thoughts 
and relaxation techniques

• discuss the nine components of an organisational approach to managing 
anger, including risk assessment processes

• take the correct action if a violent incident occurs in the workplace, on 
both an individual and organisational level

Learning 
Outcomes
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Managing Misconduct, Incompetence & Incapacity in the Workplace

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

The management of misconduct, poor performance and incapacity in the 
workplace has become very specific and can only be dealt with effectively 
and within the current legal framework, based on applicable knowledge 
and skills. The workshop focuses on the actual interpretation and more 
importantly, the practical hands-on implementation thereof.

This workshop will equip learners with the necessary knowledge and 
skills to understand and manage these matters ensuring that it is a fair 
corrective process always focusing on alternatives short of dismissal; 
understanding applicable case law and dismissal disputes.

The workshop also supports and links the overall performance 
management process equipping line managers the necessary self 
confidence to deal with same.

The above examines the important aspects of legislation governing the 
workplace and more importantly affecting workplace relations. Learners will 
obtain a practical overview of the various aspects of the Labour Relations 
Act (LRA), its interpretation but more importantly its daily application by 
management of their sub-ordinates ensuring good overall labour practices 
and the pitfalls of the legal requirements governing the workplace. 

On completion of this workshop, learners will demonstrate an understanding 
of the purpose and primary objects, application and interpretation of the LRA 
as well as the following associated aspects thereof by:

• Identifying the relevant stakeholders covered by the LRA

• Describing the appropriate dispute resolution route for dismissal disputes 
as set out in the LRA

• Explaining disputes referred as Unfair Labour Practice, organisational 
rights and mutual interest as set out in the LRA 

• Demonstrate an understanding of the various codes of good practice and 
schedules in terms of the LRA

Learning 
Outcomes
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Orientation Handbook: getting Employees off to a good Start

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

An effective human resource professional knows that managing employee 
performance is more than conducting performance reviews or disciplining 
staff. Performance management begins with an orientation to the 
organisation and the job, and continues on a daily basis as employees are 
trained and coached.

A thoughtful new employee orientation programme, coupled with an 
employee handbook that communicates workplace policies, can reduce 
turnover and save your organisation thousands of Rands. Whether your 
company has two employees or a thousand employees, don’t leave employee 
retention to chance. This workshop will show learners how to give employees 
what they need to feel welcome, know why they were hired, and know how 
to do the job.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• understand how important an orientation programme is to an organisation

• identify the role of the human resource department in the orientation 
programme

• recognise how the “commitment curve” affects both new employees and 
their managers

• identify what companies can do to deliver their promise to new employees

• determine the critical elements of effective employee training

• discuss the importance of having an employee handbook for new and 
long-term employees

Learning 
Outcomes
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performance Management: Managing Employee performance

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

3 Days

This workshop is for supervisors who wish to better understand themselves 
and others through completing and interpreting personality typing, 
developing their problem solving and decision making skills, and exploring 
performance management issues.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• develop useful techniques for setting and achieving goals

• apply and interpret personality typing

• use the results of personality typing to improve communication and team 
building

• understand the roles of a leader and how to fulfill them

• identify the stages of team development and use appropriate strategies 
for each stage

• solve problems and make decisions

Learning 
Outcomes
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problem Solving and Decision Making

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

Why is it that some people find it easy to solve tough problems with simple 
solutions while others find this feat nearly impossible? You’ve no doubt 
looked at solutions to problems and said, “I should have thought of that.” But 
you didn’t. The answer is not just creativity, although that certainly helps. 
Rather, the power to find these creative solutions lies in our ability to search 
for and find facts that relate to the situation, and put them together in ways 
that work. As an individual, your facts and knowledge can only go so far.  By 
tapping into the knowledge of others (staff, colleagues, family or friends) one 
can expand the range of solutions available.

For those who are tired of applying dead-end solutions to recurring 
problems, this workshop should help learners reconstruct their efforts and 
learn new ways to approach problem-solving, while developing practical ways 
to solve some of their most pressing problems and reach win-win decisions.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• increase their awareness of problem solving steps and problem-solving 
tools

• distinguish root causes from symptoms to identify the right solution for 
the right problem

• improve their problem solving and decision making skills through 
identifying their own problem-solving style

• improve their ability to participate in and communicate about a 
collaborative problem-solving process

• Recognise the top ten rules of good decision-making

Learning 
Outcomes
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Safety in the Workplace

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

Workplace accidents and injuries cost organisations millions of Rands and 
thousands of hours lost every year. They also have a profound, often lifelong 
impact on workers. Introducing a safety culture into your organisation, 
where safety is valued as an integral part of the business’ operation, not only 
saves the business time and money, it also builds a committed, loyal, healthy 
workforce. This workshop will give learners the foundation to start building 
their safety culture.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• explain the difference between a safety programme and a safety culture

• understand the regulations in their area

• launch a safety committee

• identify hazards and reduce them

• apply some hiring measures that can improve safety

• discuss what a safety training programme will involve

• identify groups particularly at risk for injury and know how to protect them

• help their organisation write, implement, and review a safety plan

• better respond to incidents and near misses

• discuss the basics of accident investigation and documentation

Learning 
Outcomes
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Secrets of Change Management

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

In today’s world, change is inevitable and often difficult to deal with. 
During this workshop, learners will learn how to implement, manage, and 
cope with change.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• find different ways of looking at change

• create a change implementation strategy

• make change easier for themselves and others

• develop techniques to cope with change, including resiliency and stress 
management

• know how to maintain a sense of control during a change

Learning 
Outcomes
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Stress Management

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

Today’s workforce is experiencing job burnout and stress in epidemic 
proportions. Workers at all levels feel stressed out, insecure, and 
misunderstood. Many feel the demands of the workplace have become too 
much to handle. The financial impact of stress on corporates is staggering.

This workshop explores the harmful long-term effects of stress on our 
mental and physical health and provides suggestions for managing our 
individual stresses more effectively. Strategies may include changes in 
lifestyle, stress management techniques such as relaxation and exercise, and 
the use of music or humour as coping strategies.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• recognise that stress is a positive, unavoidable part of everybody’s life

• identify the symptoms of chronic stress overload

• identify how lifestyle choices can contribute to stress and how we can 
work toward making different choices

• develop some techniques to help manage stress right now

• begin planning long-term protection against the cumulative effects of stress

Learning 
Outcomes
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Workplace Harassment: What It Is and What To Do about It

Human Resources Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Human Resources

2 Days

How does one prevent harassment from occurring? What sorts of policies 
should be in place? What should managers do to protect their employees?  
And if a complaint is filed, what will we do? All of these questions (and 
more) will be answered in this workshop.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• discuss what is acceptable behaviour in the workplace and what is not, and why

• discuss the benefits of harassment training

• define the various types of harassment, including sexual harassment

• assist in creating a harassment policy

• identify ways to prevent harassment and understand what role they can play

• identify ways to protect themselves from harassment

• take the necessary action if they are harassed or accused of harassment

• explain the complaint process, from the complaint to the reply, to 
mediation or investigation, to a solution

• identify situations where mediation is appropriate, and understand how 
mediation works in those situations

• identify appropriate solutions for a harassment incident

• take the necessary action if a complaint is false

• help their workplace return to normal after a harassment incident

Learning 
Outcomes
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Building Relationships for Success in Sales

Sales & Service Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Sales and Service

2 Days

No one questions that making friends is a good thing. In this workshop, 
learners will discover that the business of business is making friends, 
and the business of all sales professionals is making friends and building 
relationships.  Strategic friendships will make or break any business, no 
matter how big and no matter what kind of market.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• discuss the benefits of developing a support network of connections

• explain how building relationships can help you develop their business base

• explain how to truly like their acquaintances—not just pretend to

• identify the key elements in strong working relationships, and how they 
might put more of these elements in their working relationships

• recognise the key interpersonal skills and apply them

Learning 
Outcomes
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Critical Elements of Customer Service

Sales & Service Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Sales and Service

2 Days

Have you ever encountered an unpleasant customer and not known what to 
do? Do you worry that you’re not assertive enough with demanding people? 
Do you struggle to solve problems? Do you know who your customers are?  
Do you have individual and organisational goals to strive for? This workshop 
will help learners in all of these areas, and more!

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• recognise that service delivery is an individual response value

• understand how an individual’s behaviour impacts the behaviour of others

• develop more confidence and skill as a problem-solver

• communicate more assertively and effectively

• make customer service a team approach

Learning 
Outcomes
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CRM: an Introduction to Customer Relationship Management

Sales & Service Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Sales and Service

2 Days

As with many significant undertakings, undergoing a CRM review (even 
simply considering its implementation) requires learners to analyse 
technical and complicated systems. This workshop sorts through a myriad 
of information and brings learners the basics they need to make a decision 
about the need for CRM, its benefits, and how to coordinate the base 
requirements for a CRM undertaking.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• develop an understanding of the terms and benefits of CRM on a 
company’s bottom line

• analyse the different components of a CRM plan

• develop a checklist for readiness and success in CRM

• identify how CRM creates value for organisations and customers

• identify developmental roles that have the greatest impact on CRM

Learning 
Outcomes
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Dynamite Sales presentations

Sales & Service Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Sales and Service

2 Days

A great sales presentation does not demand you have all the bells and 
whistles to impress the client with your technical skills. Rather, try 
impressing your clients with your knowledge of the products and services 
you sell and your understanding of their problems and the solutions they 
need.

This workshop will focus on learners’ formal written proposals and in-person 
presentations.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• identify the key elements of a quality proposal

• write a winning proposal

• perfect their first impression, including their dress and their handshake

• feel more comfortable and professional in face-to-face presentations

Learning 
Outcomes
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Managing Customer Service

Sales & Service Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Sales and Service

2 Days

The need for leading, promoting, and enhancing a customer-focused culture 
is essential within every organisation. This workshop will provide learners 
with an opportunity to explore their responsibilities within their role as a 
customer service agent.

As they discuss the various skills and techniques, learners will draw from 
their own personal and varied experiences to share elements of reward 
and challenge. Consider this workshop as a re-energising time to build and 
expand from where they are now.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• identify ways to establish links between excellence in customer service 
and business practices and policies

• develop the skills and practices that are essential elements of a customer 
service focused manager

• recognise what employees are looking for to be truly engaged

• recognise who their customers are and what they are looking for

• develop strategies for creating engaged employees and satisfied customers

Learning 
Outcomes
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Marketing and Sales

Sales & Service Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Sales and Service

2 Days

A small marketing budget does not mean you cannot meet your goals 
and business objectives – you just have to be more creative in your 
marketing tactics.

This workshop will show learners how to get maximum exposure at minimum 
cost. They will learn effective, low-cost, and non-cost strategies to improve 
sales, develop their company’s image, and build their bottom line.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• explain what is meant by the term ‘marketing’

• discuss how to use low-cost publicity to get the Company’s name known

• a marketing plan and a marketing campaign

• apply time rather than money to market their company effectively

• perform a SWOT analysis

Learning 
Outcomes
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Overcoming Objections: nailing the Sale

Sales & Service Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Sales and Service

2 Days

Most sales professionals are always looking for ways to overcome customer 
objections and close the sale. This workshop will help learners plan, prepare 
and execute proposals and presentations that address customer concerns, 
reduce the number of objections they encounter and improve their batting 
average at closing the sale.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• identify the steps they can take to build their credibility

• identify those objections that they encounter most frequently

• develop appropriate responses when prospective buyers throw them a curve

• disarm objections with proven rebuttals that get the sale back on track

• recognise when a prospect is ready to buy

• be prepared to present options and be willing to negotiate

Learning 
Outcomes
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prospecting for Leads like a pro

Sales & Service Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Sales and Service

2 Days

Prospecting is the key to your sales success. Success today is a result of the 
prospecting done six months ago. In this workshop, learners will become 
skilled at networking and learn the 80/20 rule. After the workshop, learners 
will know who to target and how to target them, and remember to do some 
prospecting every day through warming up cold calls, following up on leads, 
or networking. They will also build their personal prospecting plan to ensure 
their future by planting seeds daily.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• discuss the importance of expanding a client base through effective 
prospecting

• identify target markets and target companies with the 80/20 rule in mind

• develop and practice networking skills at every opportunity

• develop, refine, and execute the art of cold calling

• create a personal prospecting plan to turn leads into clients

• increase their sales by implementing their prospecting plan

Learning 
Outcomes
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Selling Smarter

Sales & Service Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Sales and Service

2 Days

It’s no secret that selling has changed in recent years. This is an exciting and 
dynamic profession, yet it is one of the most underrated and misunderstood, 
at least in recent years. The back-slapping sleazy, joke-telling huckster 
has disappeared and in his place is a new generation of sales professionals 
– highly trained and groomed, with the characteristics of honesty, 
trustworthiness, and competence.

Broadly defined, today’s top salespeople are in the business of identifying 
needs and persuading potential customers to respond favorably to an idea 
that will result in mutual satisfaction for both the buyer and the seller. This 
workshop will help learners develop those skills, enabling them to sell smarter.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• understand a wonderful paradox: helping other people get what they want 
gives us more of what we want

• apply goal-setting techniques as a way to focus on what they want to 
accomplish and develop strategies for getting there

• recognise the difference between features and benefits of products and 
services, and develop a plan for increasing product knowledge

• identify and be able to better present the competitive strengths of 
their products and services, so that they can be proactive in handling 
objections and more successful at asking for the business

• recognise the importance of effective communication in the sales process, 
to enhance the ability to listen, ask questions, and send congruent body 
language messages

Learning 
Outcomes
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Telemarketing: using the Telephone as a Sales Tool

Sales & Service Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Sales and Service

2 Days

We never stop learning how to improve our selling skills. Virtually everybody 
in sales today sells over the phone at least part of the time. Perhaps it is 
time for us to evaluate how we use the telephone and where it fits into our 
sales and marketing mix. The telephone can supplement, enhance, and 
sometimes replace other means of marketing and selling. This personal 
approach can dramatically increase our sales success. 

This workshop will help learners hone their communication skills, their ability 
to persuade, and their ability to personalise each sales call to the person and 
to each situation.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• warm up their sales approach to reduce their fear of cold-calling

• choose the right environment for telephone selling

• identify ways to make a positive first impression

• identify strategies that help them speak to the decision-maker

• say the right thing to create interest, handle objections, and close the sale

• generate more leads and repeat business by using the telephone more 
effectively

• enhance their communication skills, from first impression to closing the sale

Learning 
Outcomes
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Budgets and Managing Money

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

2 Days

For managers in today’s business world, it is essential to have a working 
knowledge of finance. We all play a role in our organisation’s financial health, 
whether we realise it or not. Those without training or a background in 
finances may be at a disadvantage as they sit around the management table.  

Understanding the cycle of finance will help learners figure out where 
they fit into their company’s financial structure, and how to keep their 
department out of the red. This workshop will familiarise learners with the 
key concepts of finance and accounting and help them prepare budgets 
with more confidence.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• comprehend basic financial terminology

• enhance their decision-making skills by integrating financial management 
concepts into their thinking

• review various software applications for managing finances

• control the flow of money through their department

• understand the budgeting process and forecasting techniques

Learning 
Outcomes
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Business Leadership – Becoming Management Material

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

3 Days

This workshop is a tool for leadership development. It is designed to help 
learners create and accomplish their personal best, and to help them lead 
others to get extraordinary things done. At its core, leadership means setting 
goals, lighting a path, and persuading others to follow, but the responsibility 
entails much more. Leaders must get their message out in a way that 
inspires, makes the most of their limited time, and builds roads to precious 
resources. They must negotiate alliances, improve their colleagues, and align 
ambitions of the many with the needs of the organisation.

What makes for a great leader? Is it something to do with inward 
characteristics, such as confidence and focus? Is it more about outward 
presence, including charm and compassion? Or is it about the ability to 
create a vision and get others to commit to it? The answer is all of the above. 
By accepting the challenge to lead, one comes to realise that the only limits 
are those you place on one’s self.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• define their role as a manager and identify how that role differs from 
other roles they have had

• discuss the management challenge and the new functions of management

• discover how they can prepare for and embrace the forces of change

• identify ways to get their workspace organised and get a jump on the next crisis

• identify their leadership profile and explore ways to use this knowledge to 
improve their success as a manager

• communicate with others in meetings and through presentations

• create an action plan for managing their career success

Learning 
Outcomes
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Coaching – a Leadership Skill

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

2 Days

Coach, Role Model, Counsellor, Supporter, Guide...do these words ring a 
bell? Being a coach involves being a role model, sometimes a counsellor 
or supporter, and always a guide. Coaching is based on a partnership that 
involves giving both support and challenging opportunities to employees.

Knowing how and when to coach is an essential skill that can benefit both the 
coach and their organisation. This workshop will help learners become better 
coaches in all senses of the word.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• discuss how coaching can be used to develop their team

• apply the coaching skills that help improve individual performance

• demonstrate the behaviours and practices of an effective coach

• recognise employees’ strengths and give them the feedback they need 
to succeed

• identify employee problems and ways they can help to correct them

Learning 
Outcomes
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Delegation – The art of Delegating Effectively

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

2 Days

Effective delegation is one of the most valuable skills you can master.  It 
reduces your workload and develops employee skills. Delegating prepares 
employees who work for you to be able to handle your responsibilities and 
simultaneously allows you to advance to other career opportunities within 
your organisation.

Delegation is also often one of the hardest skills for a manager to master. 
However, the skill can be learned. This workshop will explore many of the 
facets of delegation, including when to delegate and who to delegate to. We 
will also go through the delegation process step by step to see where the 
pitfalls lie and what we can do about getting around them.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• clearly identify how delegation fits into their job and how it can make them 
more successful

• identify different ways of delegating tasks

• apply an eight-step process for effective delegation

• give better instructions for better delegation results

• ask better questions and listen more effectively

• recognise common delegation pitfalls and how to avoid them

• assess their delegation skills

Learning 
Outcomes
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Finance for non-Financial Managers

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

3 Days

This workshop is intended for all persons who need to manage the finances 
of a unit. These would include managers across economic sectors who are 
typically second level managers such as head of departments, section or 
division heads who may have more than one team reporting to them. 

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• Explain the key concepts of managerial finance

• Interpret financial statements

• Describe and prepare financial forecasts

• Draft budgets according to the operational plan of a unit

• Supervise financial management of a unit against given requirements

Learning 
Outcomes
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HR for the non-HR Manager

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

3 Days

In today’s fast-moving world, many managers and supervisors are expected 
to deal with some human resource issues. They may be asked to take part 
in developing job descriptions, sit in on interviews, or take responsibility for 
discipline. This workshop will introduce those managers to human resource 
concepts. We will walk learners through the hiring process, from performing 
a skills inventory to conducting the interview; discuss orientation; and 
cover some issues that arise after the hiring (such as diversity issues, 
compensation, and discipline).

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• discuss the latest trends in the human resource field and the changing role 
of the human resource professional

• write job specifications and identify core competencies

• apply methods of finding, selecting, and keeping the best people using 
behavioural description interviewing techniques

• get employees off to a good start

• deal with compensation and benefits

• maintain healthy employee relations

• make performance appraisals a cooperative process

Learning 
Outcomes
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Inventory Management – The nuts and Bolts

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

2 Days

Most companies carry too much inventory. “You can’t sell from an empty 
wagon,” is usually the reasoning. Being over-stocked means the company 
will likely not run out of anything. But what about the inventory that has 
celebrated a few birthdays in the warehouse? Has anyone stopped to 
calculate the true cost of worrying about “running out?”

The costs of maintaining excessive inventory usually far outweigh the true 
cost of not being able to quickly deliver a particular item to a customer once 
in a very long while. A balance must be struck between inventory levels and 
turnover. Good inventory managers know what stock moves at what rate.  
They carefully plan re-order levels to ensure that the chances of running out 
are minimised while the turnover rate is maximised.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• explain terms that are frequently used in warehouse management 

• identify the goals and objectives of inventory management, and measure 
their process against these goals

• calculate safety stock, reorder points, and order quantities

• evaluate inventory management systems

• identify the parts of the inventory cycle

• better maintain inventory accuracy

Learning 
Outcomes
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Meeting Management – The art of Making Meetings Work

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

2 Days

Meetings come in all shapes and sizes, from the convention to a quick 
huddle in an office hallway. This workshop will be concerned with small 
working meetings; with groups that have a job to do requiring the energy, 
commitment, and talents of those who participate. 

Members of such a group want to get some kind of result out of their time 
together: solving problems, brainstorming, or simply sharing information. 
At its best, such a group knows what it is about, and knows and utilises the 
strengths of individual members.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• discuss the value of meetings as a management tool

• recognise the critical planning step that makes meeting time more effective

• identify process tools that can help create an open and safe forum for 
discussion

• develop and practice techniques for handling counterproductive behaviour

Learning 
Outcomes
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Motivating Your Workforce

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

2 Days

It’s no secret, employees who feel they are valued and recognised for 
the work they do are more motivated, responsible, and productive. This 
workshop will help supervisors and managers create a more dynamic, loyal, 
and energised workplace. It is designed specifically to help busy managers 
and supervisors understand what employees want, and to give them a 
starting point for creating champions.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• explain what motivation is

• apply common motivational theories

• appropriately use the carrot, the whip, and the plant

• discuss how fear and desire affect employee motivation

• create a motivational climate and design a motivating job

Learning 
Outcomes
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negotiating for Results

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

2 Days

This workshop provides learners with an interactive approach to 
negotiations. The skills they acquire will help them in their role as mediator 
and negotiator as well as in their day-to-day responsibilities. They will be 
encouraged to focus on interests rather than positions, so they can develop 
relationships of mutual trust, fairness and respect for one another. This is 
a common-sense approach based upon developing a balanced and lasting 
partnership to solve workplace problems.  

Learners will learn and practice effective communication skills, problem-
solving and consensus building, with the intention of turning face-to-face 
confrontation into side-by-side problem solving.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• discuss how often we all negotiate and the benefits of good negotiation skills

• explain the importance of preparing for the negotiation process, 
regardless of the circumstances

• identify the various negotiation styles, their advantages and disadvantages

• develop strategies for dealing with tough or unfair tactics

• develop alternatives and recognise options

Learning 
Outcomes
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project Management Skills programme

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

3 Days and 2 days.  Total of 5 days with at least 1 month of workplace 
experience.

• 120373: Contribute to project initiation, scope definition and scope change 
control. NQF Level 4. Credits 9.

• 120372: Explain fundamentals of project management. NQF Level 4. 
Credits 5.

• 120384: Develop a simple schedule to facilitate effective project 
execution. NQF Level 4. Credits 8.

• 120375: Participate in the estimation and preparation of cost budget for a 
project or sub project and monitor and control actual cost against budget.  
NQF Level 4. Credits 6.

• 120387: Monitor, evaluate and communicate simple project schedules. 
NQF Level 4. Credits 4.

The programme is aligned to the FETC Project Management Level 4 (50080). 
The purpose of this programme is to develop emerging and existing Project 
Managers and Coordinators to scope, plan, implement and monitor small to 
medium projects in the workplace. 

unit 
Standard 
alignment
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Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

During the course of this workshop learners will be provided with the skills to 
plan, organise, lead and control a work unit. On completion of this workshop, 
learners will be able to:

• explain the foundation and context within which project management 
takes place, and all its related, interdependent concepts. The focus will be 
on understanding the principles of project management, and establishing 
basic terminology, process flow and structures that apply to a relatively 
small, work place based project

• scope a project correctly, using sound PMBOK (Project Management Body 
of Knowledge) principles and processes. After scoping is completed, the 
operational planning of the project will commence

• interpret a project planning document into a workable schedule of activities, 
by producing a WBS (Work breakdown Schedule) and a Project Schedule

• develop a project budget based on sound costing which can be monitored 
and controlled for evaluation purposes

• explore project control processes, and the elements of project evaluation.  

• understanding the process and elements of actual implementation and 
management, and identifying the risks and recoveries that may be part of 
the actual implementation of a project

Learning 
Outcomes
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Team Building – Developing High performance Teams

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

2 Days

Your success as a manager can often depend on how well your team 
operates. How are their problem-solving skills? Are they enthusiastic and 
motivated to do their best? Do they work well together? There have been 
hundreds of studies demonstrating that human beings function better and 
learn better in groups.

To develop team leadership skills and unleash the talent of individual team 
members, this workshop is a practical look at current leadership practices 
that work.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• identify different types of teams

• build teamwork by recognising and tapping into the twelve characteristics 
of an effective team

• promote trust and rapport by exploring their team player style and how it 
impacts on group dynamics

• recognise the key elements that move a team from involvement to 
empowerment and how to give these elements to their team

• develop strategies for dealing with team conflict and common situations

• discuss how action planning and analysis tools can help their team 
perform better

Learning 
Outcomes
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The aBC’s of Supervising Others

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

2 Days

This workshop is for those people who are new supervisors or who are 
interested in a supervisory position, as well as those who are lead hands or 
part-time supervisors without a great deal of authority.

The workshop is designed to help learners overcome many of the 
supervisory problems they will encounter in their first few weeks as a boss. 
Dealing with the many problems a new supervisor encounters is not easy but 
it does not have to lead to discouragement.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• clarify roles and responsibilities of the new job

• adjust to the new role with confidence and an assurance they can handle 
the position

• listen, ask questions, and give feedback to employees

• give employees instructions that are clear and understood

• deal with employee challenges such as hostility, complaints, and laziness

• explain the importance of being visible and available to employees

• discuss the importance of developing good relationships with employees 
and peers, so they are seen as fair and consistent

Learning 
Outcomes
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The professional Supervisor

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

2 Days

In today’s changing workplace, many new supervisors are unsure of 
their roles and responsibilities. They have little experience dealing with 
the challenges of managing work through others. They have not had the 
opportunity to develop those critical skills of planning work, leading their 
group, and communicating with their employees, their colleagues and 
their manager. Learning these skills can have a tremendous impact on an 
organisation’s productivity.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• clarify the scope and nature of a supervisory position

• deal with the challenges of the supervisory role

• recognise the responsibilities they have as a supervisor, to themselves, 
their team, and their organisation

• plan and prioritise effectively

• discuss the principles of leadership, team building, communication and 
motivation, and what part they play in effective supervision

• develop strategies for motivating their team, giving feedback, and 
resolving conflict

Learning 
Outcomes
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Working Smarter: using Technology to Your advantage

Supervisors & Managers Curriculum

Curriculum

Duration

Overview

Supervisors and Managers

2 Days

Rudeness in the workplace is increasing to the level that universities are 
studying it. Everyone is busy, everyone is stressed, and most people 
take it out on their colleagues at one time or another. We’ve all been in a 
situation where we need to print something ASAP and someone has left the 
printer jammed, or we need coffee and the coffeepot is empty. Technology 
is supposed to make life easier and simpler, but most managers find 
themselves cleaning up the messes caused by too many gadgets.

On completion of this workshop, learners will be able to:

• make their workplace a technology-friendly place

• make the most of computers, telephones, instant messaging, e-mail, 
contact management applications, and scheduling software

• communicate better with the IT department

• make the best software and training choices

• set an IT budget

• set expectations and responsibilities for security and privacy

• keep employees safe and healthy

• develop and implement a system usage policy

• implement policies for dealing with company property

• decide whether or not employees should telecommute

• make telecommuting work

• deal with workplace rage

• address technological issues

Learning 
Outcomes
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office +27 (11) 475 2881 · +27 (11) 475 0616
mobile +27 (82) 490 6799 · +27 (72) 844 7783
email rous@tte.co.za · bolt@tte.co.za

physical address
143 utopia St, RCE

Diswilmar aH
Hendrik Potgieter Road

Mogale City, 1732

postal address
pO Box 5112

Weltevredenpark, 1715
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